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While it only boasted 48 horsepower, the bike made a great all-rounder, impressing reviewers
with its snappiness, light weight, and inimitable Guzzi charm. Said Cruiser magazine in Now
Riccardo is back with this Moto Guzzi Nevada The design brief called for a bike that could
double as a daily commuter and weekend adventurer:. In the end, he built a new tank on top of
the stock tunnel and internal pump, achieving a sharper, more angular look. The rear subframe
was shortened, mounted with a handmade seat, and a pair of specially-built Oram rear socks
replace the stockers. This special was made on the basis of a Nevada Classic i. For this project
it was necessary to combine the advantages of a scrambler with a sober aesthetic; creating a
bike for daily use, which could get you to work, avoiding traffic easily, but also be able to tackle
light trails and dirt roads when it comes to traveling outside the city. We discarded the option of
an external pump to prevent possible overheating and consequent breakdowns. It was decided
to rebuild the new shape of the tank while keeping the tunnel and the flange intact as standard,
so as not to compromise the reliability of the system. The original rounded lines have therefore
given way to sharper and more cut shapes. Also the entire rear section has been modified. On
the subframe, now shorter, is mounted a handmade seat with VTR base and key-lock release.
Most of the details vary from brushed aluminium to matte black, thus renouncing the
abundance of standard chrome plating. The main modifications, however, are the mechanical
ones. The rear shock absorbers were replaced with a pair of adjustable Oram units custom-built
for the project. Sono la proprietaria della moto. Peccato che tali foto non mostrano i tanti
problemi che ancora oggi dopo quasi due anni, sto cercando di risolvere rivolgendomi ad un
VERO meccanico!!!!!!! Your email address will not be published. Save my name, email, and
website in this browser for the next time I comment. Leave a Comment Cancel Your email
address will not be published. Recent Posts. View on Instagram. Drawing its cues from the
flagship California, the Moto Guzzi Nevada Classic is an emblematic Eurocustom machine,
blending in the classic lines with the modern approach to bike design and capable of delivering
a wonderful riding experience. A low seat, mid-mounted foot controls and a slender body, the
Nevada Classic is easy to master and can serve as both daily ride for commuting and f A sporty,
compact and classic chopper, the Nevada Anniversario is a special edition machine which
brings together the custom attitude and the traditional looks of the Moto Guzzi in a package
which is as sweet as it is easy to handle. Middleweight by class but premium as far as feel is
concerned, the Nevada Anniversario boats a revised engine which delivers more power and
torque while minimi Nevada turned 20 and Moto Guzzi showed an anniversary edition of this
very popular chopper, the Nevada Anniversario. A widely-acclaimed classic machine, the
Nevada remains faithful to the traditional design cues of the Mandello del Lario machinery, and
retains the chassis architecture of the Classic version. Plush seating and comfy suspensions.
Laced wheels, the same touring-worthy riding pos Probably the most iconic Moto Guzzi cruiser,
Nevada has received an exclusive livery for the season. Retaining all the sweet and classic
character of the base model, the Nevada Aquila Nera comes in a grim matte black livery which
contrasts elegantly with the chrome accents and polished aluminium engine parts. However, the
lower half of the mill is also black so you'll be deep in the gl With an ageless design and
bragging on it, the Moto Guzzi Nevada Classic is taking retro bikes to the next level. With
refined lines subtly bringing forth modern ideas, the new Nevada Classic still oozes 70's
middleweight cruiser styling, despite the major technological revisions it has undergone.
Almost all the part which sum up to the Nevada Classic have been either revi The Nevada
Classic has been almost completely re-engineered, with most pf the parts being either
redesigned or replaced with new ones altogether. Maintaining the looks in the classic
middleweight cruiser segment, Moto Guzzi was however, not at all shy to load modern
technologies in and offer a contemporary bike with contemporary performance. New, soft,
compliant suspensions offer a b The MY Moto Guzzi Nevada Classic comes with new, soft,
compliant suspensions offer a better ride, while the upgraded brakes provide safer riding in a
variety of scenarios. And with a new Marzocchi fork, cornering and stability also took a hike. If
you're looking for a v-twin which is different from anything else, here's your choice. All in all, it
has been almost completely Nevada Touring has a 90 degrees, V twin engine with a maximum
power of The touring version has hard panniers and rear carrier. An entry-level cruiser which is
both good-looking and easy to ride, the Nevada Classic is a great example of how Moto Guzzi
can create a bike which suits multiple riders, from beginners to seasoned ones, but without
making the compromises many manufacturers make with similar bikes. Classic by looks but
definitely modern by tech, the Nevada Classic boasts more reliability than wha The Nevada
Classic I. Unlike its previous embodiments, it has an Electronic Fuel Injection system, which
helps reduce fuel consumption, and makes for a more eco-friendly machine, but also improves
the power output of this mid-sized cruis The MY Moto Guzzi Nevada Club is a versatile classic
cruiser, that is suitable for both novice riders, and more experienced ones that want a more

agile and well-mannered machine. Other features, such For more inexperienced riders, as well
as seasoned ones that want a more agile classic cruiser, the House of Mandello del Lario has
designed the MY Moto Guzzi Nevada Club. It has an overall design that combines elements from
the 60's and 70's American cruisers, as well as subtle reminders that you are dealing with a 21st
century machine. It comes with an air-cooled, four-strok The MY Moto Guzzi Nevada Club has,
at its heart lies an air-cooled, four-stroke, cc, transverse V-twin powerhouse mated to a
five-speed manual transmission, and can produce 48 horsepower and 60 Nm of torque. It is a
suitable machine both for novice and inexperienced riders who want an entry-level classic
cruiser, as well as for more experienced ones that want a light and agile two-wh The MY Moto
Guzzi Nevada Club addresses novice riders who have a soft spot for the golden age of
motorcycles, sporting a design that is infused with the styling found in the 50's, 60's and 70's
cruisers. In addition, subtle but effective chrome plating on the exhaust and the frame add to
the desirability of this awesome machine. At its heart lies an air-cooled, four-strok The MY Moto
Guzzi Nevada Club addresses riders who want a more light and agile classic machine, and is
suitable even for novice riders, who want to experience a machine designed by the House of
Mandello del Lario, first-hand. The Nevada and Club are very similar. Born in , its air cooled,
V-twin cylinder engine has 48 HP and a torque of 60 Nm at rpm. In , the debut of Moto Guzzi
Nevada The former cc small V2 nominally built in parts, of which are at redesigned device I was
released after a two-year hiatus in the model's life. The Moto Guzzi Nevada is one of the few
models from Mandello del Lario designed to be in direct competition with Harley Davidson's
supremacy on the American market. This cruiser has a dual seat with lumbar support for the
rider and a pillion backrest, passenger grab rails, a chromed, dual exhaust system, a round
headlight and laced wheels. In the engine department, it comes equipped All rights reserved.
Generations: 18 First production year: Make Moto Guzzi. We just got this bike in and she is
priced to move!! All of our bikes are priced well back of the competition. Our service team will
go over the bike with our 24 point inspection process so when you get her she will be ready to
ride!! At our dealership we work very hard to accurately describe our vehicles through text
descriptions and elaborate photos. When you purchase a pre-owned vehicle it is not a new
vehicle. Any used vehicle can have normal wear and blemishes. Before placing a bid please
read the descriptions thoroughly and view all pictures. We do offer extended warranties, these
must be purchased at the same time you purchase your vehicle. Extended warranties may not
be availible on every vehicle simply call us for a quote and details. We do our best to ensure
you will have a pleasant purchase experience bue we always suggest buying an extended
service contract because a vehicle purchase is a large investment. The customer is responsible
for registering the vehicle in their home state, unless they finance with us. If your financing with
us we must also collect your taxes and license fees. Taxes and Fees In state buyers will be
charged state and local taxes, title, registration, and documentary fees. All sales transactions
must be completed within 5 days of auction close. Please call the dealership to make
arrangements for payment. Terms:Auction Policies Customers with zero or negative feedback
on eBay Motors please contact us prior to bidding. Otherwise, we reserve the right to cancel
your bid. Understand this is only to protect the integrity of the auction. Winning bidder must
contact the dealership within 24 hours of the auction close and the purchase transaction
completed within 5 calendar days. We reserve the right to re-list or sell the vehicle in the event
of a non-paying bidder. Buyer Pickup A representative from our dealership can be available for
pickup at area airports when necessary. Buyers must schedule pickup prior to making travel
arrangements. During this time we have opperated by simply purchasing units for other dealers
to resell. We have now opened a Retail Location and offer low prices on bikes and service!! We
pride ourselves in our work and want to offer you the absolute Best Deal on the market. All of
the bikes we sell go through our 24 point check and everyone is test ridden by our staff 15 miles
to ensure when you get the bike it is ready to ride!! Our owner is available at all times if you ever
have an issue that needs to be addressed His direct Cell Phone number is How many dealers
will do that? That is really his cell phone number no joke! His Name is Brad and he wants you to
know that he will be there when you need him!! The new Nevada Classic IE is the perfect
motorcycle for cruising around town, on campus or short to medium distance touring. With it's
combination of a low seat height 30" , overall light weight lbs , electronic fuel injection and shaft
drive the Nevada is an unbeatable choice for the novice rider as well as the experienced rider.
Model Nevada Model Nevada Classic IE. This easy-to-ride entry level custom cruiser has been
completely redesigned. It may go up a little as I may ride it to work a few times until it sells. It
has Brembo brakes front and rear with new pads, it has just had a new clutch installed by Moto
Guzzi in Marietta GA, with receipt. Installed is an aftermarket windshield, valve cover protectors
and a 12v outlet for charging your phone or gps. These are the only aftermarket parts on the
bike. If you have any questions or would like to schedule a time to see the bike feel free to give

me a call or text! No joy rides and I will only let you test drive if you have an M endorsement.
Thanks for looking! To view that information, please click on the "view website" link in the
details section below. Most of our bikes are sold fully serviced, detailed and have a nationwide
warranty of up to days. And yes, we also take trades! Good condition, 7, original miles and Moto
Guzzi warranty until April The Touring is the California in its most classic expression, destined
for great travelers, thanks to a level of comfort, aerodynamic protection and load capacity which
only a Moto Guzzi can offer. Equipped with a "Patrol" windscreen, supplementary
chrome-plated headlights, 35 liter panniers, engine and pannier guard kit, the Touring is a
lavishly chromed and technological "tourer" which, powered by the largest V-twin ever seen
before in Europe, is able to trot along all day with a thrilling sound and, if necessary, leave
behind any vehicle on two or four wheels. Financing see our online credit application , credit
cards, trade ins and consignments welcome. Or have a bike to sell? B, San Diego, CA , ,. Look
no further Freedom Powersports is the solution to helping you find the perfect bike, atv, side by
side, pwc, boat, golf cart or go kart! No matter where you are Freedom Powersports can make it
easy and convenient to find the perfect vehicle for you! We offer worldwide shipping with
credible shippers and competitive rates. Freedom Powersports specializes in all your
powersports needs, whether it s sales, service or parts and accessories. Call us at today to
demo this vehicle and hear about all our financing. Only miles on it. Brand new battery installed
in March. Hard saddlebags included. One owner. Its 30" seat height and pounds make this an
easy and fun to ride bike. Come check it out. Gresham, OR. Winter Springs, FL. Waterford, MI.
Cripple Creek, CO. Rock Springs, WY. North Fork, CA. Bucksport, ME. Alert Successfully
Created. Save search. Year - Make - Model -. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Category
- Engine cc cc Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine cc Posted Over 1 Month. Category Engine 1, cc Posted Over 1 Month. Prev 1 2 Next. Make Moto Guzzi ZIP Code. Year minYear
Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Also See for Nevada
Brochure - 4 pages. Table Of Contents. Quick Links Download this manual. Hemos preparado
este manual para permitirle apreciar todas sus cualidades. Le aconsejamos que lea todo.
Estamos seguros de que teniendo todo esto en cuenta, le. We have drawn up this booklet to
provide a comprehensive overview of your vehicle's quality features. Please read it. It contains
information, tips and precautions for using your vehicle. It also describes features, details. We
believe that if you follow our suggestions, you will soon get to know your new vehicle. This
booklet is an integral part of the vehicle, and should the vehicle be sold, it must be transferred.
Table of Contents. Previous Page. Next Page. Please read it carefully before riding the vehicle
for the first time. Page 2 The instructions in this manual have been prepared to offer mainly a
simple and clear guide to its use; it also describes routine maintenance procedures and regular
checks that should be carried out on the vehicle at an authorised Moto Guzzi Dealer or
Workshop, The booklet also contains instructions for simple repairs. Page 3 Seguridad de las
personas Personal safety El no-cumplimiento total o parcial de estas prescrip- Failure to
completely observe these instructions will ciones puede comportar peligro grave para la incoluresult in serious risk of personal injury. Salvaguardia del ambiente Safeguarding the
environment Indica el comportamiento correcto para que el uso del Page 6 Pulsante arranque
Oficial Moto Guzzi. Faro delantero 1. Headlamp 2. Espejo retrovisor izquierdo 2. Left rear-view
mirror 3. Fuel tank cap tible 4. Fuel tank 4. Page 24 Amortiguador trasero izquierdo Passenger
left footrest Estribo izquierdo pasajero Seat lock Cerradura del asiento Swingarm Horquilla
trasera Side stand Caballete lateral Left rider footrest Estribo izquierdo del conductor Gear shift
lever Clutch control lever 2. Palanca de mando embrague 3. Instruments and gauges 2. Front
brake lever queo del manillar 5. Testigo intermitentes color ver- 1. Turn indicator warning light
green 2. Testigo luz de carretera color 2. High-beam warning light blue azul 3. Engine oil
pressure warning 3. Cada vez que se presiona el quential mode, to the maximum level. Page
Commutador Luces Para girar hacia la izquierda, desplazar el Move the switch to the left, to
indicate a interruptor hacia la izquierda; para girar left turn; move the switch to the right to hacia
la derecha, desplazar el interruptor indicate a right turn. Pressing the switch hacia la derecha.
Page Interruptor Parada Motor Presionando el pulsador, el motor de Press the button and the
starter motor arranque pone en funcionamiento el mo- spins the engine. Page Compartimiento
Porta-Doc. Compartimiento porta-doc. Lubricate the joints and adjust the travel if necessary.
Levas del freno Controlar funcionen Transmission oil - Guzzi Check. Should top-up be
necessary, please refer to an authorised Moto Guzzi repair Interruptor de parada del motor
Controlar funcionamiento shop. ON - OFF correcto. Page 53 14 l 3. Si el motor arranca. Page
Soporte If the noise produced by the exhaust sys- cios y que el sistema de escape funcione tem
increases, get immediately in touch correctamente. Page 70 cargar el propio peso en el ca- ing
your weight on the side ballete lateral. Stop the vehicle. Page 90 tos o electrodo central 3 con el
extremo corrosion or excessive deposits, or the superior redondeado 6 , debe ser susti- top 6 of

the central electrode 3 gets tuida. Page 91 La distancia entre los electrodos debe The electrode
gap should be between 0. Replace the gadas : si fuera diferente, sustituir la bu- spark plug if the
gap is different. Extraer el asiento del conductor. IF YOU Control nivel aceite frenos Remove the
rider saddle. Remove the left side fairing. Remove the battery. Uncover and clean the vehicle.
Page TER. Page - Llave de tubo 21 - 22 mm 0. Page Km x 1. Page km x 1, Como alternativa a los
aceites aconsejados, se pueden utilizar aceites de marca con rendimientos iguales o superiores
a las especificaciones CCMC G-4 A. Page Only by purchasing Moto Guzzi Original Spare Parts
will you get a product designed and tested during the bike designing phase. Moto Guzzi Original
Spare Parts are subject to systematic quality control procedures so that their reliability and
performance over time is guaranteed. The availability of individual versions should be checked
with the Official Moto Guzzi sales network. All rights reserved. Reproduction of this publication
in whole or in part is prohibited. Moto Guzzi - After sales service. Print page 1 Print document
pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload
from disk. Upload from URL. The Moto Guzzi Nevada - is a cc cruiser bike. See all technical
specifications of the Moto Guzzi Nevada motorcycle such as is its weight, top speed, engine
specs and horsepower. The Moto Guzzi Nevada is a cc cruiser bike. Its 4-stroke v-twin engine
has a power output of 48 bhp and torque output of 42 lb-ft. The maximum speed of the Moto
Guzzi Nevada motorcycle is mph. Its horsepower is around 48 hp. Fuel tank capacity of the
Moto Guzzi Nevada is 14 litres. Fuel consumption of the bike is around 58 mpg and it can
provide up to miles of fuel tank range. For more technical specifications of the Moto Guzzi
Nevada motorcycle, check out the full specs table below. Additionally, you can also read the
MCN Review of this motorcycle. Find out more about the Moto Guzzi Nevada motorcycle.
Including new and used prices, owner reviews, running costs, ride quality, engine, reliability,
equipment and much more! Want to buy the Moto Guzzi Nevada motorcycle? See what bikes are
available on the market. Check out how much it will cost to insure. Moto Guzzi Nevada - View
Motorcycle. Triumph Bonneville America LT onwards. Harley Davidson XR - Triumph
Speedmaster - One hundred years of the magnificent motorbikes, stunning victories, intrepid
adventures and incredible personalities that are behind the legendary Eagle brand. More than
half a century after the launch of its very first model, Moto Guzzi proudly presents an important
new evolution in the story of the V7 with greater performance and comfort than ever, for the
perfect mix of classic style and modern technology. Packed with new technology and
engineering excellence, this is not a bike for anyone trying to keep a low profile. The Euro
5-compliant engine with greater torque in low and medium speeds delivers a performance that
is more powerful and thrilling than ever. Five riding modes mean even the most accomplished
riders will find something to set their pulse racing. Moto Guzzi Experience Experience has won
over Guzzi enthusiasts with its ability to embody the brand's most authentic values. Discover
more. The third edition of the competition created for true Guzzi fanatics, this is a
not-to-be-missed event, full of passion, fun and a chance to enjoy the company of fellow Eagle
devotees. Riding a motorcycle is like some kind of meditation. I love not knowing where you're
going to stop. Just put some gasoline in the tank and have a vague idea of where you're going.
The road tells you how you need to ride. I've been waiting to meet this bike for a long time.
Cookie policy Moto Guzzi uses cookie technology â€” including from third parties â€” to
provide visitors with the best possible experience when using the website. For more
information, please refer to our privacy notice. Please note that by continuing to use the website
you accept the use of cookies. Show details. Use necessary cookies only OK Settings. Use
necessary cookies only Allow selection Allow all cookies. Necessary cookies help make a
website usable by enabling basic functions like page navigation and access to secure areas of
the website. The website cannot function properly without these cookies. A cache is used by
the website to optimize the response time between the visitor and the website. This allows the
visitor to login to a website through their LinkedIn application for example. This allows the
website to be formatted accordingly. Session HTML. Preference cookies enable a website to
remember information that changes the way the website behaves or looks, like your preferred
language or the region that you are in. The service is provided by Vimeo. Persistent HTML
yt-player-bandaid-host YouTube Used to determine the optimal video quality based on the
visitor's device and network settings. Persistent HTML. Statistic cookies help website owners to
understand how visitors interact with websites by collecting and reporting information
anonymously. This is used for internal analysis and website optimization. Marketing cookies are
used to track visitors across websites. The intention is to display ads that are relevant and
engaging for the individual user and thereby more valuable for publishers and third party
advertisers. Name Provider Purpose Expiry Type loc Oracle Geolocation, which is used to help
providers determine how users who share information with each other are geographically
located state level. The ID is used for targeted ads. Persistent HTML cOptout Neodata Collects

data on user behaviour and interaction in order to optimize the website and make advertisement
on the website more relevant. Session Pixel uid Amobee Collects anonymous data related to the
user's visits to the website, such as the number of visits, average time spent on the website and
what pages have been loaded, with the purpose of displaying targeted ads. This information is
used in order to optimize the relevance of advertisement on the website. Session HTTP yt.
Persistent HTML yt. Persistent HTML yt-player-headers-readable YouTube Collects data on
visitor interaction with the website's video-content - This data is used to make the website's
video-content more relevant towards the visitor. Unclassified cookies are cookies that we are in
the process of classifying, together with the providers of individual cookies. Cookies are small
text files that can be used by websites to make a user's experience more efficient. The law
states that we can store cookies on your device if they are strictly necessary for the operation
of this site. For all other types of cookies we need your permission. This site uses different
types of cookies. Some cookies are placed by third party services that appear on our pages.
NEW V7. Previous Next. Discover the Models. It's only Rocks'n'Roads but I like it. Moto Guzzi.
This cookie is necessary for the cache function. Stores the user's cookie consent state for the
current domain. Preserves users states across page requests. This cookie is used to identify
the visitor through an application. Determines the device used to access the website. Saves the
user's preferences when playing embedded videos from Vimeo. Contains data on visitor's
video-content preferences - This allows the website to remember parameters such as preferred
volume or video quality. Used to determine the optimal video quality based on the visitor's
device and network settings. Used by the social sharing platform AddThis to store the user's
usage history of the AddThis sharing widget. Registers data on visitors' website-behaviour.
Google Tag Manager. Registers a unique ID that is used to generate statistical data on how the
visitor uses the website. Used by Google Analytics to collect data on the number of times a user
has visited the website as well as dates for the first and most recent visit. Used by Google
Analytics to throttle request rate. Contains an visitor ID - This is used to track visitors'
navigation and interaction on the website for internal website-optimization. Collects data on the
user's visits to the website, such as which pages have been read. Geolocation, which is used to
help providers determine how users who share information with each other are geographically
located state level. Detects how often the social sharing service, AddThis, encounters the same
user. Registers the user's sharing of content via social media. Used by Google DoubleClick to
register and report the website user's actions after viewing or clicking one of the advertiser's
ads with the purpose of measuring the efficacy of an ad and to present targeted ads to the user.
Used by DoubleClick to determine whether website advertisement has been properly displayed This is done to make their marketing efforts more efficient. Used to check if the user's browser
supports cookies. Used by Facebook to deliver a series of advertisement products such as real
time bidding from third party advertisers. Necessary for the implementation of Instagram
picture-gallery onto the website. Used by Google AdSense for experimenting with
advertisement efficiency across websites using their services. Used by Google AdWords to
re-engage visitors that are likely to convert to customers based on the visitor's online behaviour
across websites. Registers a unique ID that identifies a returning user's device. Updates the
counter of a website's social sharing features. Ensures that the updated counter is displayed to
the user if a page is shared with the social sharing service, AddThis. Used for
data-synchronization with advertisement networks. Collects data on user behaviour and
interaction in order to optimize the website and make advertisement on the website more
relevant. This cookie assigns to the User an ID through which it will be possible to obtain
summary data on his habits to personalize his browsing experience, messages and marketing
automation activities. Identifies if the cookie-data needs to be updated in the visitor's browser This is determined through third-party ad-serving-companies. Collects anonymous data related
to the user's visits to the website, such as the number of visits, average time spent on the
website and what pages have been loaded, with the purpose of displaying targeted ads. Collects
information on user behaviour on multiple websites. Tries to estimate the users' bandwidth on
pages with integrated YouTube videos. Registers a unique ID to keep statistics of what videos
from YouTube the user has seen. Collects data on visitor interaction with the website's
video-content - This data is used to make the website's video-content more relevant towards the
visitor. Stores the user's video player preferences using embedded YouTube video.

